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0 (the number zero and not the letter O) is
the first book in a series of ongoing books
called The Nothing Man Tales. 0 is The
Nothing Man Tales - Book Zero. Each
book will have three separate ongoing
stories: 1) Nothing Man, 2) The Divine
Chaos, and 3) Faust. Each book will have
two chapters for each story, thus resulting
in each book being around 99 pages long.
Nothing Man tells the story of an unknown
Los Angeles writer of experimental fiction
who becomes a Seer. A Seer is one who
can see the Spirit World, the dimension of
spirits and souls and ghosts and demons
and daemons and the like. The Spirit
World is like The Abyss - a middle-stage
point between The Perfect Ideal of
Non-dual Harmonious Nothing, or Chaos,
or God, or Nirvana, or The Tao, what have
you. Once he discovers this ability to see
spirits and souls and the like from the Spirit
World, Nothing Man is chosen by The
Masters - a secret society who never
identify themselves other than The Masters
- to work for them. For some reason The
Masters, though, never pay Nothing Man,
despite his many tasks performed for them,
and thus he remains a poor Seer. The
Masters call upon Nothing Man to do the
most important task he had ever been faced
with: go on a search and find The Eye.
The Masters dont explain what exactly The
Eye is, where to find it, why its so
important. They tell him nothing at all,
except that at some point he will realize
what The Eye is and will find it and bring it
back to The Masters. The second story The Divine Chaos - is a re-telling of Dantes
Divine Comedy. In this version Hunter
completely flips the moral universe of
Dante and Virgil on its head, having as the
lead none other than Arthur Rimbaud, who
at the beginning, like Dante, finds himself
lost in a dark wood at the middle point of
his life, 35, the same age as not only Dante
but the author as well and also the age
when Rimbaud himself actually died in the
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late 19th century. The third story is another
re-telling of a classic, this time its Faust.
Here Hunter takes the old morality tale and
not only follows Goethes version in many
respects, but also adds a new subversive
twist to the tale: this time around the Bad
Guy is none other than The Lord Himself,
God, or at least the god of the Bible, the
Torah, the Koran, and other versions of
god which represent him as a possessive,
sadistic, manipulative, evil, jealous,
insecure old man. The hero in this version
is Faust, who has undertaken actions which
completely shock The Lord to His core ...
The Lord fetches for Mephistopheles and
demands Mephistopheles do whatever he
needs to do to stop Faust from doing the
unthinkable ... Faust is in the midst of
creating the drug of the gods: Soma. For
centuries only the select few, The Masters,
were allowed to partake in Soma, after a
brief period in an Indo-European Nation
which decided to allow all citizens to
partake in the Soma. But now here was
Faust mixing the ingredients away until he
found the perfect mixture. Soon, he did
and the side effects cause no pain nor
discomfort in Faust. In fact, he feels, as
expected and hoped, like a god.
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